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BRET GILLIAM AND THE DEEPEST SCUBA DIVE ON AIR

The son of a senior naval officer who indulged his child by permitting him to start
diving in 1959 at age eight, Gilliam went on to be part of an elite team, conducting
exceptionally deep diving projects for the Navy, commercial contracts and scientific
projects. He also founded dive-related companies involved in manufacturing, publishing, training agencies, resorts and liveaboard vessels, making him one of the
industry’s most successful entrepreneurs. But one single feat astounded the diving
world: the deepest dive on air.
1990

1990

“On memory and instinct, I passed through the arch and
cave, which was filled with schooling baitfish that obscured
the visibility. As I reached the exit, the schooling fish opened
up and the steep drop-off wall was revealed. I was at about
90 feet and the dark blue water disappeared into the clear
abyss. I turned and waved to my safety divers above and
began the drop. At 200 feet the wall went completely vertical
and my descent rate increased. I checked my gauges, and
headed down as my bubble exhaust streamed upwards,
marking my path. I felt completely relaxed and embraced the
darkness that beckoned below me.”
Gilliam had been on the cutting edge of deep diving
exploration for years and had developed protocols and practices that confounded nearly all of the prevailing opinions
about how deep a diver could go. He considered his record
dive a matter of routine, although one steeped in precise discipline and his own specific methodology.
Gilliam made his descent at 100 feet per minute only
slightly over-weighted. Prior to the dive, he spent 10 minutes

on the surface with his face in the water breathing through a
snorkel and then five minutes more with no mask breathing
from a spare tank at 15 feet below the boat. This invokes the
physiological diving reflex response. Then he descended
through the narrow crevice tunnel directly beneath his dive
support boat. His heart rate and respiration dropped significantly—12 to 15 beats a minute with deep, slow ventilations
of one to two breaths per minute that were typical for him.
For a big man and ex-football linebacker, Gilliam’s breathing
consumption was astonishingly low, less than half a cubic
foot per minute.
The dive site selected was known as Mary’s Place in
Roatán. He had picked this spot because of its near-vertical
wall configuration offering immediate access to extreme
depths.
The day is Wednesday, February 14, 1990, 11 days after
Gilliam’s 39th birthday. Horizontal visibility is 100 feet at the
surface and over 200 feet in the deep zone; water temperature is 81 degrees with no current. Conditions are ideal.
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“As I relaxed with my bare face in the water in preparation
for the record dive, it was hard not to remember that all previous
divers attempting to break the record had died trying.”
Bret Gilliam
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The gear Gilliam wears is deliberately kept to a minimum:
a single steel cylinder pressurized to approximately
120 cubic feet with a Tekna high performance regulator
attached with DIN fittings. A back-up second stage and two
pressure gauge consoles with helium depth gauges calibrated
to 500 feet are plumbed into the regulator first stage. Three
dive computers with a digital watch are attached to one console. He discovered by accident that the Beuchat computer
accurately reads depth digitally to at least 500 feet and is
rumored to hit 999 feet before shutting down. He finds digital gauges far easier to read under the influence of narcosis.
Computers will not provide any valid decompression information for exposures below 300 feet, but their depth gauges
and timing instruments are invaluable.
Slipping over the wall, Gilliam reaches 300 feet in just
under three minutes. His descent picks up slightly, and one
computer locks up in error mode at 320 feet, when a large
remora that has followed him since the 150-foot level
becomes distracting:
“Here I am at 300-plus feet dropping like a stone with
every nerve and impulse in my body going through a selfcheck a million times a minute for any warning sign of
severe narcosis impairment or oxygen toxicity, and now I’ve
got some damn friendly fish wanting to play with me! It kept
swimming in and out of vision, and my eyes didn’t want to
focus on my instruments and the fish simultaneously. I
almost had to abort, but it finally moved down towards my
thigh and out of my vision path so I decided to ignore it.”
Adopting a slight upper torso downward angle, but
remaining basically horizontal, Gilliam drops into what fellow deep explorer Richard Pyle has termed the twilight
zone where only a half dozen or so other divers have ever
ventured before and survived.

DROP-OFF. Aerial view of dive site off
Roatán where Gilliam’s record dive took
place on the vertical drop-off.

1990
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Hal Watts and A. J. Muns had posted an official record in
1967 attaining 390 feet. One year later Neal Watson and John
Gruener were poised to better that record. Both men were
students of Watts, and by 1968, they had discovered the value of adaptive dives to reduce the effects of narcosis and
oxygen toxicity. They would descend together down a
weighted cable and attach clips to it to certify the depth.
Although they reached 437 feet, a new world record, both
were so affected by narcosis that they could not recall even
clipping on to the cable. When asked what it was like on air
at 437 feet, Neil Watson replied, “I don’t remember.” Many
divers regarded their record dive as something of a dubious
achievement since both men were completely incapacitated.
One explorer suggested it was like setting the world land
speed record while drunk.
With retrospective reflection, their accomplishment
was nothing short of phenomenal, including the fact that
they simply survived. And the attempts of record seekers
who followed them resulted in tragedy. The depth record
on compressed air they set in 1968 seemed destined to
hold up forever.
But 22 years later, Gilliam was preparing to break their
still intact record. All previous challengers have died trying.
Gilliam was unperturbed. He had devoted almost a year of
adaptive diving and extensive research in physiological
effects of depth on humans and other mammals. His work
included over 600 dives in the previous 11 months with
103 dives below 300 feet.
At that point in his career, Gilliam was captain and senior
officer of the 550-foot, 28,000-ton specialty diving cruise
ship Ocean Spirit that operated from US ports to the western
Caribbean. The ship was the world’s largest diving operation

and included a large multi-place, multi-lock decompression
chamber facility onboard. Gilliam used it not only to treat
divers for DCS but also to conduct specialized partial pressure exposure tests for evaluating the early editions of diving
computers, decompression models, and individual reactions
to narcosis and oxygen toxicity at simulated depths of nearly
400 feet.
Gilliam had 20 years of professional diving experience,
including pioneering work on military and scientific deep
diving missions. He routinely had worked depths nearing
400 feet on explorations and film projects, as he was one of
only a handful of divers that ever ventured beyond 300 feet
and maintained full function and capability. His tolerance for
narcosis and high oxygen partial pressures was legendary
within the small community of deep explorers, and he had
established a long success record for deep work that channeled special assignments to him. By 1990, he had already
logged over 12,000 dives including over 300 below 350 feet.
Reflecting, Gilliam recounts his motivation at the time,
shortly before the record dive: “In the beginning, I wasn’t
even concerned with a record dive. I did not even remember
what the record was. Later as I got nearer to it, several members of my dive team went back and looked it up and found
that I was getting very close and that kind of jogged my interest. But I was really just getting sick and tired of listening to
supposed experts make sweeping statements about deep
diving that were so totally inaccurate that I finally just
decided to see what I could do: more to disprove the misinformation that was postulated than to prove anything.
Hell, at this point, NOAA had a bunch of divers tied up in
Federal Court fighting an injunction prohibiting their
access and right to dive the Civil War wreck of the Monitor

Bret Gilliam’s profile
for the 452-foot dive
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SAFETY FIRST. Safety divers at the
decompression waiting for Gilliam’s return.
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off North Carolina. They had informed the wreck divers
that 230 feet was too deep to be dived under any conditions.
What nonsense!”
Peter Hess, a lawyer who specialized in maritime and diving litigation, was seeking access to the wreck. He visited
Gilliam when the ship was in port one weekend and discussed the ongoing case with him. Gilliam explained that he
was confident that he could go twice that depth and planned
to make the attempt when conditions allowed him to block
an entire day off from his duties as captain. He promised to
provide the details of the dive to Hess who could then use it
as part of his argument to the court: If Gilliam could go more
than twice the depth of the Monitor without problems, how
could divers be denied access to the far shallower wreck site?
In the late 1980s, Gilliam sponsored an ongoing study of
dive computers and tested several models to their limits with
frequent 300-foot-plus dives. A chance meeting with custom
dive table producer Randy Bohrer in 1989 provided the basis
for air tables to 500 feet.
“The tables process was involved and required extensive
field work. Randy would cut a table with his recommendations and send it off to me on the ship. It might take three
weeks for me to get it and try it out. He leaned to a more
conservative model and I kept modifying it based upon
some work I had done with the Navy on exceptional exposure proprietary tables under development back in early
1971 in the Virgin Islands for an ASW (anti-submarine
warfare) project. Most of our work was conducted to
observe hydrophones and to film submarines in the deep
ocean canyons between St. Croix and St. Thomas. This
required pushing the 400-foot-plus barrier on several occasions. We had a lot of problems with sharks during decom-

pression in the open ocean and experimented with all kinds
of theoretical models to shorten our hang times.”
After five months of fiddling with Bohrer’s successive
offerings, Gilliam had dramatically altered the decompression schedules to minimal times but factored in a margin of
safety. “But we were completely breaking new ground; no
one had ever field-validated air tables to these depths. I felt
confident that we were on the right track and I was having
no problems with the extreme profiles I was running.”
Gilliam stated: “This type of diving is a mental exercise.
You have to understand the physiology and mechanisms of
narcosis and oxygen toxicity to survive. Many academicians dismiss deep diving as suicidal with very little realdive experience to justify their arguments. I had an overwhelming respect for the risks involved and sought to
provide every edge I could get through research and planning. Prolonged facial immersion breathing to invoke the
diving reflex and other little tricks are all vital pieces of
the equation to minimize CO2 in the narcosis and oxygen
intoxication responses.”
Back to his record dive: The site chosen was uniquely
suitable. Mary’s Place was located on the south side of a
small island off Roatán with a protected shallows where his
lengthy planned staged decompression could take place
utilizing a cave tunnel that offered a protected chamber for
the long deco hangs and extra cylinders to be placed at
varying depths. The decision was made to start right about
mid-day to provide maximum sunlight penetration to the
deep drop-off depths.
“I couldn’t have asked for better conditions and the ship
was only minutes away in case I needed to use the chamber
onboard if I had difficulty during decompression. Several

SOPHISTICATED EQUIPMENT. Captain
Bret Gilliam operating ship’s recompression
chamber during deep dive test trials.
ALWAYS PREPARED. Basic equipment:
Gilliam’s slate with a reminder of where to
stop based upon his digital depth gauge
that was calibrated in feet of fresh water.
The slate also includes his sentiments upon
arriving at the record depth.

SAFETY DIVER. A member of the safety
team prepares to enter the water to go to
the deep support position on Gilliam’s
record dive.
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FROM BOY TO MAN. Commander Gill Gilliam
and son Bret scuba diving the Bahamas
in 1959 (left).
Gilliam during NOAA deep diving science
project in 1973 (middle).
Today: Captain Bret Gilliam on the deck of
his ship proudly wearing his Fifty Fathoms.

members of the dive staff volunteered to act as safety divers
to fairly deep exposures, but I declined and directed them
not to go deeper than 100 feet. I felt better mentally knowing
that no one else was at risk. They’d be there during the deco
phase to assist me but I could concentrate far better by not
having to worry about other divers. Like my friend, cave diving explorer Sheck Exley, we both preferred to work solo on
deep dives. It tended to clear our heads since we both were
distracted worrying about dive partners at extreme depths.
But when alone, a certain peace and tranquility was achieved
and we performed better with no distractions.”
Gilliam’s descent continues; the sound effects of the
exhaust bubbles distorted by the effects of narcosis seem
ethereal. Approaching 425 feet he begins to inflate his BC
while timing his inhalations so the regulator would only have
one volume demand on it at a time. He drops an eight-pound
weight belt and it disappears. Because his computers are calibrated in feet of fresh water he has prepared a three percent
conversion table so he knows exactly where to stop. In large
bold instructions on a slate is written: “464 feet: stop!” Bret

Gilliam hangs motionless perfectly suspended about five feet
from the wall; four minutes and 41 seconds have elapsed
since leaving the surface.
There is plenty of ambient light even this deep. He retrieves
a slate with 10 problems involving math, simple word problems, daily event questions: What day is it? What time is it?
3 × 10 × 22 = ? … It takes him one minute and 40 seconds to
work the problems; he has not seen them before and it takes a
bit longer to finish than he expected. He slips two feet deeper,
and the computer records 466 feet as the maximum depth.
Later, all agree that 452 feet of seawater is a reasonable
conversion. A new world record on compressed air is set
by 15 feet!
Six minutes and 20 seconds have ticked off since Gilliam
left the surface. Time to return. He looks up in the clear
water column and can easily see the sun-streams of light that
burst into the deep. Ascent commences at just over 100 feet
per minute and he slows to 60 feet per minute at a depth of
100 feet. The first decompression stop is at 50 feet. One
hour and sixteen minutes later he surfaces and breathes pure

oxygen at the surface for twenty minutes via demand mask.
Although some handwriting flaws are apparent, all the test
questions are answered correctly. “I’ve got lousy handwriting
anyway,” he replies defensively with a laugh and narrates the
last critical minutes:
“Narcosis was there, but not to a level that I was uncomfortable with. Impairment is specific to individuals. Oxygen
toxicity is the real unknown, but I had no problems at all.
I planned this dive to preclude virtually all exertions. Perhaps I’m an exception to nature, but I suspect my conditioning through long-term experience and adaptation due to
diving constantly in deep situations plays a far greater role.
Calculated risk is the operative phrase here. I also had a positive mental attitude; I knew I could do it.”
In spite of critics, man’s competitive motivation is best
exemplified in such individuals. Life is full of challenges:
Chuck Yeager breaking the sound barrier to “push the outside
of the envelope,” Sir Edmund Hillary climbing Mt. Everest
“because it’s there,” and Sheck Exley and Bret Gilliam diving
deliberately to bottomless depths “because it’s not there.”

The point of any human performance record is individual
and reduced to its simplest form: Doing what others cannot
or will not do. And that has to be a personal decision. Dangerous? Yes, extremely so. But the personal risk to those
individuals was acceptable to them and their success a triumph. Neither Exley nor Gilliam advocated such extreme
diving for others.
In fact, Gilliam reached a depth of 490 feet seawater in
October of 1993 to best his existing record on compressed
air. He had no narcosis or oxygen toxicity problems on the
nine-minute dive. Twenty years later, no other diver has yet
to beat his record. Those that have tried either died in the
attempt or were incapacitated by narcosis.
Flashback: Following Gilliam’s 1990 record dive,
the Federal Court overruled NOAA and allowed diving on
the wreck of the Monitor for the first time.
Text: Lina Hitchcock
Photos: Bret Gilliam

GILLIAM’S “DEEP DIVING” BOOK. Originally
released in 1992, has sold over 100,000
copies in 7 languages worldwide.
“DIVING PIONEERS AND INNOVATORS”
BOOK. Cover by author Bret Gilliam.

